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"Many of the most lively, intimate expressions of spirit spring from the joyous 

continuous contact of human beings with a particular locality. If life can be made 

secure in each community and if the rewards are distributed justly, there will 

flower… not only those who attain joy in daily, productive work well done; but also 

those who paint and sing and tell stories with the flavor peculiar to their own 

valley, well-loved hill, or broad prairie.”   --Henry Wallace 

Stretching across the heartland of the Inland Pacific Northwest is a mystical expanse called the 

Palouse Country which was transformed between 1860 and 1920 from open prairie into one of the 

nation's premier dryland farming and ranching districts. Although the region's name has become 

synonymous with the steeply rolling hills in its center, the greater Palouse is a tousled tapestry of 

contrasts with valleys, hills, and mountains woven together by the twisted course of the Palouse River and 

its tributaries. My father's fields were located on some of the highest terrain near the Palouse River 

between the communities of Endicott and St. John, Washington near the geographic center of the Palouse. 

Our house stood in the shadow of a steep hill capped with a towering yellow pine growing in the 

protected northern arc of a "sodpatch," or slope too steep to farm that remained in wheatgrass. A favorite 

boyhood hiking route led across this hilltop to the wild beauty of the river bluffs a mile north. From the 

hill I could see Kamiak and Steptoe buttes standing advance guard for the forested Clearwater Mountains 

on the eastern horizon. Surrounded by undulations of waving grain and corduroy furrows, a person 

depends on fence lines of rusty barbed wire to provide north-south orientation while the river's flow tends 

westward. The hills decline in that direction toward the channeled scablands where massive elongated 

islands of fertile soil lay like capsized hulls in a mottled sea of basaltic detritus.  



Some of my most memorable jaunts through the Palouse were in the company of my uncle, Ray 

Reich of Colfax, whose hearty disposition, wit, and size earned him friends throughout the region and 

visibility in most any crowd. Most comfortable in a bolo tie or on horseback, Ray led the famed 

"Gentlemen on Horseback" after the passing of its founder, Chuck Glover, and never missed its annual 

ride from the time of the group‟s inception in 1948 to his death in 1993. After a lifetime in the Palouse, 

extensive work with area agricultural cooperatives, and horse rides throughout the region, Ray probably 

knew the rural Palouse and its people as well as about anybody. I envied his grasp of local lore which was 

characteristically demonstrated on a springtime pick-up excursion in the early 1990s to locate the route of 

the historic Colville Road in eastern Adams County.  

As teacher and principal at Endicott-St. John Middle School, I was planning to take the eighth 

grade class and kindergartners by wagons for a few miles along a trail devoid of cars, fences, and any 

form of electronic entertainment. I remembered that Ray had once mentioned something to me about the 

old trail and when I asked if he could give me some specifics, he volunteered to show me its location. 

Traveling in the company of rancher Louie Gaiser, who uses draft horses to this day during haying season 

and for other farm work, Ray pointed out remnants of the Texas and Mullan trails as we passed points 

along the road west of Winona where they intersected the high-way. I recognized one rutted stretch he 

identified as the Mullan route as the dirt road I had used to haul grain for our neighbor, Pat Kleweno, 

during harvest season when I was in high school. Louie then conferred upon me the honor of being a 

Mullan Trail teamster and offered me any of his Percherons on my "next run to Ft. Walla Walla." I had no 

doubt he could manage the haul but recalled having enough trouble navigating Pat's International 

Loadstar truck the short distance needed to get out of his field using that route.  

We finally left the highway several miles north of Benge to follow a dirt trail until it deteriorated 

into two faint ruts which appeared to drift endlessly southward. Satisfied that we had established the trail's 

location, I suggested turning back but Ray would hear nothing of it. He loved the spring scenery and 

wanted to show us the entire course down to another highway we could take back home so I settled back 

between the two men to hear a litany of tales about Ray and Louie's earlier ranching experiences. Louie, I 

learned, was among the charter members of the Palouse Empire Appaloosa Horse Club, an organization 

that helped launch one of the nation's largest breed registries headquartered in Moscow. As the stories and 

green Chevy rolled on, the trace we had been following gradually faded away entirely and, seeing no sign 

of life for miles in any direction, even Louie began to have doubts about our scout's memory. Still, Ray 

was undeterred. "I know where I'm at," he reassured us, "I just don't know exactly where I'm at." I 

decided this was an appropriate moment to ask Ray if it was true that he had once ridden his blaze-faced 

sorrel Topper through the front door of the tavern in St. John and out the back. Louie chuckled while Ray 

glanced furtively out the side window. "Folks can't believe everything they hear, though I do have some 

special memories of the Rialto," he grinned before turning the conversation to deep-furrow seed drills and 

Hamley saddles.  

After another half-hour of bumps that were starting to damage my hat and approaching the edge 

of the Palouse universe, we came to a knoll and spotted a solitary figure far to the south. Louie 

volunteered that it might be Captain Mullan himself since no one else apparently had been this way for at 

least a century. On closer inspection we saw a man in overalls feeding some Herefords and apart from 

wondering how we had come to that point, Dick Coon was glad to see an old acquaintance in Uncle Ray. 

Dick confirmed that we had indeed been following the old trail all the time, and I never questioned Ray's 



bearings again. Three weeks later the air above that prairie was punctuated with the shouts of sixty kids 

from our school and tiny Benge rolling along in five wagons with my two mentors serving as drivers. 

Other volunteers included teacher Arden Johnson who insisted we also partake only of pioneer fare while 

on the trail-hardtack, sardines, dill pickles, and warm water. Not even the Johnson family's Fonk's Variety 

Store in Colfax, famed for carrying supplies of every sort, stocked hardtack so we settled for soda 

crackers.  

Standing next to Ray for most of the stretch was ninety-year-old Dick Parrish who had lived his 

entire life in the vicinity. He shared some boyhood memories with the students which included witnessing 

the last teamsters and mules hauling freight on the Mullan Trail. He also shared how in "earlier days six 

yokes of oxen were needed to pull one large freight wagon" for the two-week journey from Walla Walla 

to Ft. Colville. The contributions of people like Ray Reich, Louie Gaiser, and Dick Parrish to the quality 

of life for persons of all ages and to the research of historians and other scholars have been significant. 

Theirs is the spirit of Henry Wallace's "joyous contact" between persons and locality that has enriched 

historical perspectives and engendered preservation efforts in a land as fragile as it is beautiful.  

My maternal grandparents, Edward and Emily (Sunwold) Johns, had settled in "the upper 

country" and farmed in the Waverly, Fairfield, and Chester areas of southeastern Spokane County. 

Grandfather Johns had come West as a young bachelor from Missouri in a futile search for gold and silver 

at famed Cripple Creek, Colorado but found better opportunity in provisioning the miners and he steadily 

moved further westward. Grandma's people were from the Hallingdal Valley in Norway. Her father, 

Andrew Sunwold, came to America in the 1870s long before he brought his family. The Amerika-briefe 

he frequently sent home described the Northwest's boundless landscapes and his work supplying wood for 

steamboats at Ft. Benton, Montana. The fort was the eastern terminus for the legendary Mullan Road, the 

primary immigrant route to Washington Territory before the advent of railroad travel, which linked the 

upper Missouri River with Ft. Walla Walla. This was the path he was to follow. In later years his hopes 

for land of his own were fulfilled when he and his two sons established farms near Fairfield.  

On the Palouse River about a mile west of our farm, near a rickety swinging footbridge, several 

clapboard houses remained clustered together at a remote place known locally as the "Palouse Colony." 

Our Grandpa Scheuerman made sure we knew that this was the first home for our people in the Pacific 

Northwest. My great-grandfather, Henry B. Scheuerman, was among the region's Russland-Deutschen, or 

Germans from Russia. They were people of the soil who for generations had sown their grain and 

gathered harvests in a progression that led from the Hessian countryside and Volga steppe to the Palouse 

prairies. H. B. and his family had arrived in 1891 and lived with earlier colonists on this fertile 

bottomland until arrangements could be made to acquire land nearby.  

Some of our favorite family photographs depict the everyday scenes of their life in the Palouse 

Hills. One shows Great-Grandma Sunwold feeding her agitated flock of Plymouth Rocks; another casts 

Uncle Art in a sea of stiff club wheat on his farm near Waverly. While the pioneering experiences of our 

first-generation relatives living throughout the region were as varied as the languages they spoke, a 

common theme framed the stories they told us children: The Palouse was a Promised Land and we should 

be grateful for our blessings here and work hard to ensure an equally secure future for our families. 

Having eked out a hardscrabble existence in the Colorado Rockies, on stony Norwegian slopes, inclement 

Swedish coastlines, and in politically unstable Russia; they seemed in a position to know.  



My grandfather, Karl Scheuerman, knew his land intimately. He and my father taught us to 

distinguish the swales, saddles, and other unique topographic features and soil conditions of the Palouse 

meaningful to a farmer. As with farm families throughout the Palouse, many features on the landscape 

hold a special significance. We learned such names and locations as the Huvaluck (Hessian dialect for 

"Oathole”—a notoriously steep horseshoe basin), "Barley Hill," and "Three-Finger Draw." Grandpa 

would recount the experiences of the first Russian German inmigrants to the region who had labored for 

years to turn the tawny, knee-high bunchgrass and plant the Turkey Red wheat that their Mennonite 

countrymen had brought from Russia. Grandpa knew of their exploits first-hand and understood that other 

groups had shared in these pioneering experiences. He also was aware that the area's native population 

had succumbed to the pressures of European-American immigration and he spoke wistfully of the days 

his father traded flour and fruit on the river for the Indians ' salmon.  

Faith, Family, and Farm  

Our tiny half-section farm clung precariously to economic vitality by the thrift and uncanny 

ability of my father to keep second-hand machinery running indefinitely with sufficient supplies of 

bailing wire, canvas, and "Rock Hard”—a gritty gray goop that turned to stone moments out of the can 

and guaranteed to plug up any hole in sheet metal. Like his talent for picking up a guitar, mandolin, or 

most any other stringed instrument to play while singing plaintive country tunes, this mechanical aptitude 

was not passed down to my generation. Grandpa Scheuerman was also a musician-farmer who loved to 

visit the ranch long after his retirement, especially during August's sweltering hot "thrashing weather," as 

he called it, a desire entirely lost on an adolescent bondservant. We would sit in a black Ford grain truck 

that Dad would insist be polished before harvest, perched for view as he reaped some of the finest crops 

around with a growling mechanical dinosaur of speckled red skin that slowly ate its way through rolling 

seas of wheat. The high yields produced year after year reflected an agrarian sense in both men that had 

been passed down over centuries from the viridian fields of Hesse and Volga steppes to the Palouse 

Country.  

Grandpa was a citadel of understanding and I greatly enjoyed his presence. Though deeply 

informed of the struggles his German ancestors had endured in Russia and on the plains of frontier 

Kansas, he did not allow the siren sounds of memory to romanticize our people's history. He encouraged 

me to ask questions, to listen and read for fuller understandings. While David's Psalms and the Proverbs 

of Solomon were his favorite readings, a couple winter terms of country schooling in the Palouse had 

introduced him to Tennyson and Wordsworth whose lines he could quote but only upon request. I thought 

it peculiar that various corners of our household were inhabited by objects foreign to my generation. 

Hanging on a beam downstairs was a monstrous greatcoat of bear fur called the Belz (Hessian for "pelt") 

that Grandpa said had come from the Old Country and that he had often worn while herding a team of 

horses or driving tractor in bitter weather.  

From Grandpa Scheuerman I learned that folks in our area had come from places all over 

America and across the globe. While Dad's people fan's hailed from Russia and the Ukraine, Mom's were 

from Norway and Sweden, the Wakefields, Brookfields, and Mansfields were of English extraction; the 

Bachmanns, Shermans, and Kackmans had German roots; and the Cutlers, Dollarhides, and Smith-

Rockwells qualified as frontier Americans since they had been here when the Indians had traveled 

through to dig camas along Rebel Flat and Union Flat creeks. Other pioneer families were more transient 



but still left melancholy evidence of their passage. Once while hunting only a mile from our farm, I 

happened upon a dreary lilac bush far past bloom and strangely out of place on an eastern slope sodpatch 

far from any farmhouse. On closer inspection I spotted a small squared post, tapered at the top, and still 

bearing a few flecks of white paint. When I reported the oddity to my grandfather, he told me that an 

immigrant family had once lived near there lost child when a boiling cauldron of water fell upon him. The 

boy died from severe burns and was buried in this anonymous hillside. For years we had witnessed 

Grandpa putting a flower on Floyd Duchow‟s grave in Endicott‟s Mountain View Cemetery every 

Memorial Day. The boy, son of the Zion Lutheran preacher and his wife, died the day after his thirteenth 

birthday. Grandpa had not been a member of the congregation, but thought the boy needed remembering. 

My grandfather also told me about venerable Phillip Ochs, a kindly ancient man I knew from a 

respectable distance who had to be the closest thing the Palouse Country ever had to Little Big Man‟s 

Jack Crabb. Nearly a century old when I was a boy, Phillip had been raised on the Kansas frontier and 

after coming to Rebel Flat in the early 1880s unwittingly fell in as a young teen with the area‟s Wild 

Bunch. He was soon embroiled in an operation that rustled Indian ponies along the Snake River. 

According to Grandpa, not one to fabricate tales, Phillip barely escaped their buckshot and arrows. But 

the boy was arrested with several gang members by a Lewiston marshal who surmised Phillip‟s 

circumstances and allowed him to return home on the pledge to keep better company. He took his vow 

seriously and settled down to ranch and farm, became a stalwart member of the local Congregational 

Church, and never lost a steeled resolve to abide by the law and confront anyone who might not.  

Phillip packed a six-shooter in those days, and rendered helpless brutish gunfighters at least three 

times—on the road to Mockonema, along the frontier streets of Colfax, and with the vigilante posse that 

helped bring the notorious outlaw “Big Bill” Masterson to justice in 1892. Every time I saw Phillip 

outside, the old fellow wore his signature circle-brimmed tan cowboy hat. Just about the time I worked up 

enough nerve to personally inquire about his legendary exploits, Phillip passed away. I was fifteen and 

mourned the loss of this uncommonly gentle spirit whose life loomed so large among those of my 

generation. I made my own vow to resist timidity and make forthright and timely inquiry into matters I 

considered of some significance. (Years later I learned that Pullman teacher and historian Gordon 

Lindeen had tape-recorded a 1958 interview with Phillip Ochs. I tracked down Mr. Lindeen when a 

student at WSU in the early 1970s and he found the long-lost tapes which he allowed me to duplicate.)   

Each year on the farm, our parents, Donovan and Mary Scheuerman, made caring for the large 

garden behind our house a family affair. We grew dozens of cabbages for late summer slicing bees using 

the razor-sharp Hoofel and a fifteen gallon crock to make sauerkraut, cucumbers for dill pickles, and 

parsnips and carrots for Sunday pot roast feasts. Recurrent attempts to grow melons met with only 

marginal success for some reason.  Butternut and Indian squash added colorful orange, green, and yellow 

splashes to the area and we kept neighbors and relatives supplied with all the zucchini they could ever 

desire with the fruit of just two plants. We picked red raspberries and strawberries for preserves and fresh 

eating from blossoming bushes that attracted hordes of viceroy butterflies, and carefully tended patches of 

perennial rhubarb although I wished the adjacent asparagus would somehow perish forever. Dad was 

extremely particular about the amount and method of watering each vegetable. Carrots had to be sprayed 

with a mist while the cucumbers were slowly drip irrigated with small canals resembling an exhaust 

manifold that reached the entire spread. Grandpa taught us that Good Friday was always the day to plant 

spuds and so we did. Usually we set out a row of freshly cut Netta Gem and Red Pontiac seed potatoes at 



least a hundred yards long into a plow furrow that Dad filled with the old Caterpillar D-6's next rumbling 

pass pulling two sections of moldboard plows. These would eventually be dug on a long afternoon of toil 

in late September when the vines had fully shriveled and dirt clods were perfect for throwing at an older 

brother.  

We kept a small alfalfa pasture behind the garden near the house for the livestock which included 

cattle, sheep, and a few pigs. I always marveled how ewes so skittish they blanched at our glance would 

sit as if in addled bliss while complete strangers stripped and bloodied them each March when shearing 

their fleeces. A small orchard planted by my great-grandparents lay beyond our alfalfa where we gathered 

green Transparents, Golden Delicious, and other apples each fall as well as apricots and Bartlett pears. 

Wood pruned from the trees each spring was stored to use for smoking up to a thousand pounds of pork 

sausage, Wurst, which we stuffed each December. An overgrown pie cherry tree provided camouflage for 

the skeleton of an ancient McCormick reaper that we pretended was a Sherman tank when we crawled 

down into its lever-laden interior while two severely weathered header-box wagons with their 

characteristic Picasso-like asymmetrical frames rested nearby. We had an old Hutchison harvest 

photograph in the house mounted on heavy gray cardboard showing Grandpa Scheuerman standing on a 

derrick table next to one of the oddly shaped wagons. He used the most peculiar vocabulary when 

describing harvesting operations like those depicted in the scene. As if speaking in tongues, he told about 

hoedowns, sack jigs, roustabouts, band cutters, bindle stiffs, and water bucks whose roles I sought to 

understand.  

Our nearest neighbors, the Jimmy and Maxine Smick family, ran a larger cattle herd in alternating 

years on one of their fields bordering our place. I was never more impressed with countryside friendliness 

than the day after a rare nighttime southwester fiercely blew across the Palouse. The wind picked up a 

heavy overturned sheet metal watering trough, at least ten feet in diameter, and blasted it directly across 

the field where the Smick cattle were pastured. The calamitous roar of bovine Armageddon apparently 

resounded across the hills because the following morning most members of the trough-shocked herd were 

wandering aimlessly along the road for a mile between our place and the Palouse River. Broken wire was 

everywhere in sight but Jimmy just laughed at the thought of what must have happened. We all set about 

to mend fences and round up those animals that survived judgment and were approved for return to the 

Smicks' heavenly acres.  

Jimmy Smick also taught the junior high Sunday School class at Trinity Lutheran where most of 

our relatives attended although, like most towns in the Palouse Country, other denominations were 

represented. Endicott also had the oldest German Congregational Church in the region, a gleaming white 

testimony to pioneer faith; a beautiful Seventh-Day Adventist Church of brick and stone, and a memory 

of Methodists meeting somewhere. Jimmy had a son, Monty, my age with whom I often engaged in 

debates that I generally wound up losing though I do still contend that the Yanks played better ball than 

Milwaukee in the „60s. His father had a penchant for bringing contemporary issues to the forefront from 

verses studied in the Old and New Testaments. He spoke about stewardship in terms of more than the 

collection plate, but about caring for the land with which God had blessed us. Jim interpreted the 

reference in Genesis 1 about mankind having "dominion over all the earth" to mean we were stewards of 

the land, and that soil conservation was a moral issue. At that age I was more interested in how Mantle, 

Ford, and Maris were playing but the thought that the direction in which I drove the tractor might be 

considered sinful practice bothered me a bit.  



Jimmy also spoke about the evils of atheistic communism and how many of our German relatives 

who had not left Russia for America were now suffering for their faith in faraway Siberia. Tens of 

thousands had been expelled from their homes along the Volga at the beginning of World War II and 

disappeared into oblivion. I had heard bits and pieces of our people's saga and of missing relatives during 

somber conversations between Grandpa Scheuerman and his older brother who bore a given name unique 

in my limited experience—Yost. I deduced a connection with timeworn letters addressed to the family 

years bearing postmarks and blue and green stamps dated from the turn of the century with what I 

determined to be typeface in Russian and Spanish as well as English. I once happened upon a cache of 

them in an attic steamer trunk. The letters had traveled to the Palouse from Rio de Janeiro, someplace in 

Canada named Bashaw, and Russia. The Cyrillic was wholly unintelligible to me as were the letters' 

contents. While the style of the script varied with the author, all were in an archaic German dialect just as 

incomprehensible to my parents except for an occasional family name. I clearly remember when I first 

asked my grandfather about who had written the letters. His cheerful visage grew wistful but he 

proceeded forthrightly to tell me that their origin was rooted in our people's response generations earlier 

to a royal promise.  

A woman he identified as "die Kaiserin Katarina" had invited our German ancestors to leave 

their strife-ridden central European homeland in the 1760s and undertake a perilous year-long journey to 

the wilds of Russia's lower Volga frontier. In return they would be given free land and exemption from 

taxes and military service "forever." En route to the steppes they arrived at the port near St. Petersburg 

where, according to family tradition, the mysterious woman of regal bearing sought their company to hear 

her native language spoken. She encouraged them in their quest and a year later those who survived the 

trek founded a village they named Yagodnaya Polyana, or "Berry Meadow." Some weeks later I 

mentioned Grandpa's fanciful story to the oldest person in our family, his eldest sister whom we 

affectionately called Diela Vess, Russian-born and nearing the century mark. "Yes, it happened as your 

grandfather says," she replied in heavily accented English. "And sometimes I think this is why my name 

is Katherine," she smiled.  

A brief investigation into the date and place revealed that the only "Katarina" who could have 

extended such a welcome was the tsarina of Russia herself, Catherine the Great, also a native of Germany. 

I learned in later years that she did frequent the docks at Oranienbaum west of St. Petersburg to greet the 

weary Hessian arrivals at the very time others from that principality were being sent as mercenaries to 

fight with the British against American independence. In middle age I retraced the route on which our 

ancestors ventured from Germany to Russia and visited Catherine‟s country palace at Oranienbaum. I 

retrieved a small broken piece of red granite from the stone walkway leading from the waterfront to the 

small but ornate royal residence.  Several days later and over a thousand miles to the south, I found 

myself in the village of Berry Meadow where a distant relative presented me with a hand-forged sickle as 

an additional souvenir of my trip back in time. 

To young Americanized ears like mine, the nicknames borne by many elders in our area sounded 

peculiar, but were so accepted by young and old alike that even closest relatives sometimes did not know 

the given names of their aunts and uncles, let alone others of more distant kinship, until their funerals. 

"Hey Mary," I remember my dad announcing to Mom one morning while he read an obituary in the 

Colfax Gazette. “Knooga's name was really „Henry.‟” The word meant “boney‟ in Hessian dialect, fitting 

for his slim build and enormous hands. The subset of first and last names just in our small town was so 



limited that we had several Henry Kromms, Mary Repps, Adam Morasches, and many others of shared 

designation. The solution to distinguishing individuals in conversation came to the Palouse from the Old 

Country where identical formal names abounded in the village. A system of practical if bizarre 

nicknaming as practical had emerged in the Old Country and endured with those who came to Endicott, 

St. John, Colfax, Farmington, and elsewhere in the Palouse and Ritzville-Odessa areas.  

First, depending on which half of Berry Meadow the ancestral house was located, one could 

either be Kalmooka, derived from the villagers‟ name for the Buddhist Kalmyk tribe, the southsiders; or 

Totten, from their word for Mongol Tartars, or those living in the north half of town. I think Grandpa said 

we were Kalmooka so I assumed for a while we had been Lutheran Buddhists. Of course there were many 

such Scheuermans on the Volga and in the Palouse so each family clan, though descended from a single 

couple in the l760s, had a second appellation—in our case the Watchka, Yusta, or Kosak Scheuermans. 

Nobody even in our grandparents' time knew for certain the origin of these antiquated referents but they 

served the purpose well and their sound gave clues to some enigmatic former incident of comedy, 

lineament, or family tendency. We were Kalmooka Yustas, not one of those “Cossacks.”  

Finally, virtually everyone had a personal moniker that could have arisen from a variety of 

circumstances and characteristics. In Endicott, Colfax, or St. John where many of our older relatives 

lived, streetside summons were rendered without diffidence to persons called Schwartza (Black) Pete and 

Rud (Red) Marie, Huhnkil Hannas (Chicken John) and Krommageeglel (Crooked Rooster). There was 

Katya Yhugher (George's Katie, one of two hex casters in town whose houses we scrupulously avoided) 

and Kedda (Katherine, from a nervous Russian boyfriend who once stuttered in her presence), Arbuza 

(Watermelon) Adam and Moslanga (Sunflower) Alex, and in our family, Badelya (Small Bottle) and 

Rahmbadya (Cream Chin). My grandfather was distinguished simply by others invoking his father's 

German name, thus Karl Johann Scheuerman was more fully known to Palouse Country German Russians 

as that Kalmooka Yusta Heinrich Karl. The method sounded so reasonable, yet along with Hexeri curses 

and incantations, incredibly anachronistic in our 1960s realm of rock music and war protests.  

Grandpa also informed me that our junior choir director at church, Clara Litzenberger, had special 

knowledge of our heritage. She was in her sixties at the time and still had the mettle and patience to meet 

every Wednesday afternoon during the school year with a passel of young people who struggled to remain 

silent between tunes in spite of our church‟s awe-inspiring vaulted interior. Trinity Lutheran‟s main 

sanctuary is remarkable and features an Old World color scheme worthy of Catherine's Winter Palace—

immense turquoise arches with lavender and Prussian blue trim embellished with lustrous gilded filigree 

stenciling. Wheat sheaves emerge in deep relief on wooden panels beneath a west wall of windows; 

biblical images and verses are carved in massive lintels along the parish house. Virtually all furnishings 

including the pews, high altar, and molded exterior of one of the region's largest pipe organs were built of 

solid birch and alder smoothly lacquered to a gleaming sheen. But the church building, Grandpa 

emphasized to me, was not built as any testament to the pioneers' prosperity here in the new Canaan. 

Rather, everything in the grandiose design from the plaster shields of the Twelve Apostles to the massive 

wooden cross seemingly suspended in air before a massive purple dossal curtain that stretched to the 

ceiling was to focus parishioners' attention upon divine majesty. "That is why," he recalled in German, 

"we chose the first words of Psalm 115, for the verse of dedication: "Not unto us, 0 Lord, Not unto us; but 

unto thy name give glory, for thy mercy, and for thy truth's sake.'"  



I knew "Clara Litz" to be a relative by some distant connection yet close enough to occasionally 

join the extended family dinners held every Sunday after church at my grandfather's home in Endicott. 

With families of five grown sons and daughters spread across the Palouse Country from Lacrosse to 

Sunset, Grandpa supervised feasts that routinely drew no fewer than two dozen not including frequent 

guests. Almost invariably the fare included roast beef, mashed potatoes with gravy and sauerkraut, and a 

mixture of cooked carrots, onions, and parsnips. This was always followed by fruit pies unless someone's 

birthday, confirmation, wedding, or basketball championship also warranted cake. The identical meal was 

served in the same way at many homes in town that very hour with the only appreciable difference being 

the aperitif. Some old timers preferred a cruel concoction of fortified port and Jack Daniels to tamer 

Riesling. Once after dinner when Clara was present, I sacrificed listening to older cousins debate the 

upcoming week's sporting prospects and asked what she knew about our ancestral past. She had read all 

about Queen Catherine II and added that our people had been used as a buffer against the Mongol tribes 

who recurrently threatened the peace on Russia's southern border. With images of Genghis Khan now 

entering the picture, more exotic of past family adventures on both of the globe filled my boyhood brain.  

In middle age, Grandpa Scheuerman had served as board chair of School District No. 95. The 

school was located on a neighbor's farm until consolidation with the school in town put the building up 

for sale. He acquired the substantial structure and somehow relocated it to our place where it entered into 

a new era of service as a shop and chicken house. One of my least pleasant chores on the farm was to 

clean the eggs we gathered from the birds enrolled in what we always called "the schoolhouse" and be 

sure they were fed with grain stored in what had been the building's kitchen. My father's sister, Aunt 

Evelyn Reich, once pointed to a half-dozen tin cups suspended on a post in the schoolhouse. "We all took 

turns washing those for Miss Vera Longwell," she said, who had arrived from Kansas in 1920 to teach my 

aunts, uncles, and others in the vicinity who were then of school age.  

Reminiscing today at three-quarter century's distance, Aunt Evelyn noted methods that shaped 

their lessons: pairings in which older pupils often assisted the younger, studying the classics and original 

historical documents, and periodic public presentations of written, dramatic, and musical works. Tales of 

Robin Hood and Sherwood Forest occasioned trips to an anonymous grove of willow and hawthorn down 

the road where botany easily became a topic of inquiry. Saturday Evening Post reviews of the Boston 

Symphony's 1920 premiere of "The Pleasure Dome of Kublai Khan" led naturally to stories of Marco 

Polo, the poetry of Coleridge ("In Xanadu did Kublai Khan .... "), and news of Babe Ruth 's trade that 

year from Boston to the Yankees for $125,000. That remarkable sum, in turn, offered grist for a lesson in 

mathematics. Decades before terms like interdisciplinary studies, high expectations, and cross-age 

grouping entered the pedagogical lexicon of best practices, Miss Longwell and teachers like her in other 

country schools offered enriching educational experiences. A faded family photograph shows Miss 

Longwell surrounded by a sea of faces, children and parents at a schoolhouse gathering in late spring of 

1920 for a festive afternoon of picnicking, declamations, and group performance.  

By the time I had grown to the age of the older children in the picture, I was aware that former 

residents of our immediate vicinity, friends of my father, were making their mark in the world. Union 

Flat's General John Kinney had been the only Marine officer in World War II to successfully escape from 

a Japanese prisoner-of-war camp—a feat he attributed in part to a history and geography lesson he had 

remembered from school in Endicott about the US-Canadian border battle slogan "Fifty-four, Forty or 

Fight." Carl Litzenberger, one-time barnstormer with Amelia Earhart whose pilot's license bore Oroville 



Wright's signature, served as the Army Air Corps' Chief Pilot Trainer in Georgia during World War II. 

Dr. Margaret Henry, daughter of the town's physician and sister to three other doctors, was the nation's 

first AOA board-certified woman ophthalmologist, while Rev. Dr. Carl Mau was serving in Geneva, 

Switzerland as head of the world's largest Protestant body, the Lutheran World Federation. Communities 

throughout the Palouse can provide similar rosters of such notable sons and daughters who remained 

home or ventured beyond to attain national and international distinction.  

Our mother's brother, Uncle Willis Johns, who had spent so much of his youth in the Waverly-

Fairfield area, directed the most comprehensive multi-state mapping project of the Northern Rockies ever 

undertaken by the US Geological Survey. Despite his aversion to appearances at any formal event in 

favor of weeks in the wild, our lanky 6' 6" uncle was honored for his efforts with induction into the 

Explorers Club where he shared the rarified air of fellowship with such luminaries as Sir Edmund Hillary 

and Neil Armstrong. The family had to find out about it from the newspapers and when I inquired about 

the benefits of membership, he deadpanned, "I can always get a free steak dinner when I'm in New York," 

the organization's international headquarters.  

But our uncle was far more interested in showing us how the Palouse Hills were formed, where 

the Nez Perces and Palouses fought at the Battle of the Big Hole, the route of Lewis and Clark over the 

Lolo Trail, and the saber-toothed tiger skull he found carefully placed upon a rock shelf deep inside an 

obscure mountain cave. While his colleagues retired to lives of comfort and golf, Willis flew off to Israel 

to observe first-hand excavations at Jerusalem and Tell Lachish. Something of a religious skeptic, he was 

nevertheless impressed with the recent discovery of the Tell Amarna tablets at Ebla which confirmed the 

existence of the Hittite Empire, hitherto mentioned in ancient manuscripts only in the Old Testament book 

of Judges. This news justified a trip to Turkey where our uncle investigated the new discoveries there 

with a team of university archaeologists. From the shape of the Palouse Hills to pottery shards in 

Jerusalem, Willis's curiosity knew few bounds.  

Rural Schooling and Community Continuity  

Interests nurtured in area youth by innate curiosity and encouraged by family members were 

extended by remarkable faculties of Palouse area schoolteachers. In our case, Mrs. (Mildred) Repp had 

fascinating bulletin boards in her fourth grade classroom featuring the major Indian cultures throughout 

North America. The words "Nez Perce" and "Spokane" were the only names on the map close to where 

we lived but she said Indians had once hunted and dug roots along Rebel Creek Flat. She read to us 

fantastic legends of the Northwest's First Nations featuring Blue Jay, Abalone Man, and other Animal 

People. During our sixth grade year Mr. (Jim) Leonard, a native of Palouse, read classical literature to us 

and when we first heard about Ulysses and Penelope I wondered what the journey across the Atlantic 

must have been like for my Grandmother Scheuerman, whom I only knew briefly before her death in 

1961. She had come from Berry Meadow in 1898 as a small child with her parents aboard the SS 

Hungarie but something tragic and mysterious had happened to her mother. Throughout Grandma's 

lifetime she sought without success to learn if her mother had been buried at sea or somewhere near New 

York City where they had landed.  

Grade school principal and eighth grade teacher Mr. Yenny, born and raised in Kooskia, was the 

most formidable figure we ever encountered at school. To us he was a man without a first name—like 

Moses or Shakespeare, whom we held in highest regard. We struggled to correctly diagram sentences and 



artistically render penmanship push-pulls. The room was as much museum as desk space with rocks and 

mineral displays from the Hoodoos and the most intriguing exhibit of conifers from the eastern Palouse 

forests. Each specimen was precisely cut to the same dimensions with the bark remaining on the sides (he 

was also the junior high shop teacher), and stood about two feet high with a forty-five degree slice on the 

top revealing the ring structure and an inner chamber behind plastic showcasing seedlings, cones, and 

needles. A man of substantial girth who seemed to look forever sixty, Mr. Yenny was a strict 

disciplinarian who brooked no misbehavior, untucked shirts, or hats worn inside. He was also a giant in 

any crisis. When President Kennedy was assassinated in 1963 and I was in seventh grade, Mr. Yenny 

convened the entire student body in the multipurpose room and said with calm resolution, "Our president 

has fallen earlier this day. His death touches us all but America remains strong." I seem to recall that we 

were dismissed from school early and I joined my cousins in front of the television set at Grandpa 

Scheuerman's to watch the historic events of that tragic November day unfold. There was sadness among 

us but no panic; mostly because Mr. Yenny had said everything was under control.  

In high school, Mr. (Ray) Smith took us on outings in physical science class to archaeological 

digs on the Snake and Palouse rivers. These excavations were supervised by Dr. Roald Fryxell of WSU, 

co-discoverer of Marmes Man in 1965 with Dr. Richard Daughtery, and Dr. Roderick Sprague from the 

University of Idaho whose crew found an original Lewis and Clark Peace Medallion while relocating 

Indian burials at the ancient village of Palus to higher ground to salvage them from flooding. He also 

drove us across the basin to study the peculiar terrain of the Channeled Scablands and see the fossilized 

mold of the Blue Lake Rhino.  

Our high school FFA advisor, Mr. (Dan) Birdsell, a native of the St. John area, introduced us to soil 

chemistry, crop and livestock judging—impossible for me to master, public speaking, and parliamentary 

procedure. He taught to the incessant background strains of Eddy Arnold's "Cattle Call" and other country 

music he considered hit music. Mr. Birdsell also served as our junior varsity basketball coach and once 

enabled us to salvage some dignity by keeping his alma mater from scoring 100 on us. (They managed 

98.) Author-educator Garrett Keizer writes about the FFA in Nowhere Else But Here, his eloquent 

memoir about a scholarly city kid who reluctantly takes a job at a rural New England high school. Much 

to his wonder, FFA came to impress him as the single-most important influence for shaping democratic 

values in young people and instilling an appreciation for Western civilization. The organization's 

memorized meeting ritual is steeped in references to Demeter, virtue, and ideals taken from the classical 

world to be put into contemporary practice. Mr. Birdsell imparted these understandings through example, 

humor, and endless hours of volunteered time helping students like me before and after school.  

The spirit of unfettered young adult inquiry in any era arrived in the person of Mrs. (Louise) 

Braun on the first day of our senior year in the fall of 1968. She came clad in black leotards and matching 

leather jacket, and we soon found her to be as demanding as she was iconoclastic and brilliant. At first 

glance that opening week, nothing traditional appeared on the horizon for our classroom experience 

except the plaster bas-relief of a Revolutionary War scene mounted high on the wall behind the teacher's 

desk. Under Mrs. Braun‟s tutelage, we delved deeply into English literature but were not assigned the 

customary required outside reading lists for writing and reporting. The fresh air of academic freedom 

rushed between her third-story room and the library across the hall. We could choose Ray Bradbury or 

Zane Grey, Successful Farming Magazine or The Brothers Karamazov. The important message was to 



read, and we grew to love her and the tales she brought about growing up in tiny Viola in the eastern 

Palouse.  

Virtually everyone from our classes went on to some form of higher education, usually at 

Washington State University in Pullman, Eastern Washington University at Cheney, Moscow's University 

of Idaho, or to community college in Spokane or Walla Walla. "To strive, to seek, to find, but not to 

yield." Tennyson's words of dynamic challenge from “Ulysses” served as the motto for my brother's 

graduation, and I recalled Grandpa reciting those very lines to me long before that class ever entered high 

school. Most of us moved on feeling that our paths would likely lead beyond the Palouse but that those 

who chose to return to the farm or a community business or set up house would also find success. Of the 

sixty graduates from my brother‟s Class of 1967, mine two years later, and my future wife‟s in '72, one-

third of us eventually returned to live in places from Spokane to Lewiston.  

Palouse Country community ceremonials fostered dependability and continuity. Under the 

abiding ministry of Trinity's Pastor Fred Schnaible, for example, my wife and I were baptized as infants, 

confirmed in adolescence, and married as young adults. Dr. John Hardy delivered both us and our first-

born daughter, Mary Katherine, two decades later. Timeless Mr. Yenny, who had welcomed us to 

kindergarten and taught us in eighth grade, never missed a high school graduation. Local bank president 

Cliff Workman, who had helped many of us open our first bank accounts as children, presented 

scholarships when we received our diplomas. Most of these individuals and others like them retired in the 

community to join the ranks of elders who continued for years to volunteer in a variety of ways to benefit 

area youth. Throughout this period of our upbringing in the Palouse, most of my generation experienced 

what we considered a sort of rural dullness. Holocaust survivor Ellie Wiesel terms such circumstances a 

"blessed ordinariness" that should never be taken for granted. Rather, it instills a sense of solidarity and 

personal responsibility to family, community, and society at large.  

Glimpsing the Palouse Primeval  

A few weeks after my high school graduation, Grandpa Scheuerman expressed an interest in 

visiting relatives who lived in Brewster, Washington. Since we were caught up with summer fieldwork, I 

offered to drive him over for the weekend and I noticed on the map that our destination was only a few 

miles from the Colville Indian Reservation. I remembered Grandpa's tales about his parents bartering 

garden produce for Indian salmon at the immigrant Palouse Colony and had long wondered about the 

experiences of the region's First Peoples. Not far from our farm was the bridge over the Palouse River 

near the place known to old timers as "Kamiakin's Crossing" and a stream near the foot of Rock Lake still 

bore the name "Kamiacun Creek" on area maps. Somewhere I had read that Kamiak Butte had the same 

Native American namesake. Reflecting on this unusual word and Grandpa's boyhood memories of area 

Indians, I ventured to request a minor detour while on our way to Brewster. Highway 155 ran about 

fifteen miles north from Grand Coulee to the Colville Tribal Agency Headquarters in Nespelem and with 

Grandpa's permission, we were soon headed toward the reservation. My meager investigative credentials 

consisted of curiosity about a name attached to several Palouse Country landmarks.  

I approached the public affairs office simply to ask if anyone bearing the name Kamiakin might 

live in the vicinity and be willing to speak with me about the family‟s Palouse Indian history. I read some 

initial skepticism in the eyes of the woman who fielded my query, Annie George—herself the daughter of 

Chief Cleveland Kamiakin I would learn later, but she smiled and said a family elder, Arthur Tomeo 



Kamiakin, lived nearby and might be inclined to speak with me.  I carefully wrote down directions to his 

home, thanked Mrs. George for her trust, and drove with Grandpa past a cemetery in which a massive 

white stone rose several feet above the others. I turned and parked our blue Ford Fairlane on a grassy trail 

next to the graveyard and we walked the short distance to the white obelisk that I recognized from a high 

school history text as Chief Joseph‟s headstone. A bust of the famed leader was carved into one side of 

the memorial, and a few feet away we saw stones bearing the names of Tesh Palouse Kamiakin and other 

members of that distinguished family. On almost every grave was a collection of reliquaries significant to 

donors who had come to pay tribute to loved ones—feather clusters, silver coins, dried flowers, and small 

brass bells that sang eerily in the wind. 

Grandpa called my attention to a polished red granite marker on the other side of Joseph‟s grave. 

The engraved words “Tom Poween 1852-1940” appeared above a scene depicting an Indian fisher on a 

riverbank with the words, “Born at Almota on the Snake River.” We seemed to be in the midst of the 

Palouses‟ final resting place, here in the sage and dust. We returned to the car and continued on our 

journey back in time down the gravel road to the dirt lane that our map indicated would lead near the road 

beyond town to the Arthur Tomeo residence. Abandoned cares lay randomly near the road beyond town 

like carcasses White buffalo hunters once left to rot by the thousands on the Great Plains. Soon a while 

mobile home appeared ahead as had been indicated and I parked near the front door. After knocking 

several times, a kindly fellow appearing to be about my grandfather‟s age with long gray-black braids 

opened the door. He quickly stepped outside and pulled the door shut behind him as if to prevent anyone 

inside from seeing him converse with me.  

I introduced myself and Grandpa, identifying us as natives of the Palouse Country. Arthur 

Tomeo's eyes immediately brightened and he almost shouted, "Have you ever heard of place called Rock 

Lake?" "Yes," I replied, "we have been there many times." "Well that's my home country!" he said 

pridefully. "My father and uncles, Tomeo, Skolumkee, and Tesh Palouse; they were all raised there with 

my grandfather. He was Chief Kamiakin. Not far from the lake is Steptoe Butte—our "power mountain!" 

My mother's people were the Poweens from Almota and Penawawa." The word "Palouse Country" 

seemed to release a torrent of memory from the old man. While we both remained on the stoop I clumsily 

jotted down as best I could his many recollections of trips back to his grandfather's and great-

grandfather's burial sites in the Palouse, information on family connections, and the story of how 

Kamiakin's wives brought their families to the reservation. Through the eyes of Arthur Tomeo Kamiakin 

and other friendships introduced through his acquaintance, like Emily Peone and Mary Jim, I came to 

glimpse the Palouse primeval—a vast labyrinth of whorls and swirls as if a deific signature thumbprint.  

Palouse Country pioneer doctor and poet John W. Lockhart expressed in the florid verse of "The 

Palouse and Progress" (1906) the tenor of the region's halcyon days as if poised for a period of 

unprecedented change:  

 On Steptoe‟s famous heights old Progress stood,  

 And viewed, with practiced eye, the broad domain  

 With the range of vision. The great Palouse,  

 With her rugged hills and hoary mountains,  

 With their mighty forests and liquid hands,  

 Of azure hue, winding their tortuous  

 And devious ways among the bunchgrass  



 Hills, to the great ocean of the West,  

 To swell her fair bosom, that she may bear  

 A nation‟s commerce, and proclaim her worth  

 Among the crowns of ancient heritage.  

 To eastward the high rolling prairies,  

 Buttressed with the everlasting dolomite,  

 Upheaved and seamed and creviced by the strong,  

 Covered layer upon layer, fathoms deep,  

 With the disintegration and decay  

 Of ages, awaiting the grand processional  

 Of inventive genius to fructify  

 The fertile soil, and there produced in rich  

 And rare abundance, rivaling in grand  

 Profusion the luxuriant storehouse  

 Of Egypt, harvests of cereal food  

 To feed the great Eternal purpose.  

 Height upon height they rise, in undulations,  

 Vast as the troubled sea when wind and storm  

 Hold high carnival and would feign uproll  

 The angry waves to lash their fury out  

 In that bright firmament of peace....  

 


